
 
 

Pre-Game Preparation Outline 
 

Try to arrive on site at least 30 minutes prior to game time to give yourself time to change and have a thorough pre-game 
with your partner.  Sometimes it is possible to ride together to the site and pre-game in the vehicle. 

 
1. Pre-Game Conference: 

a. Notify AD and confirm location and start time 
b. Review rule changes and points of emphasis 

2. Have good timing on ball/strike call and out/safe calls 
a. Don’t be in a hurry! 

3. Fair/Foul Responsibilities 
a. Bounding Balls 
b. Foul Line Coverage Short Pop-Ups - with and  w/o runners on 

4. Check swing responsibilities and mechanics 
 

The NFHS mechanics manual spells out coverages and responsibilities well. If you depart from it, make sure you 
have at least discussed it prior to the start of the game. 

 
5. Outfield fly ball responsibilities with no runners on and with runner(s) on: 

a. Routine fly balls 
b. Trouble ball situations - catch/no catch 
c. Responsibilities for fly balls in the “v” between the outfielders 

6. Infield Fly ball and line drive responsibilities with no runners and runner(s) on 
7. Batted ball contacting the batter 
8. Base touches and tag up responsibilities 
9. Overthrow responsibilities 
10.  Legal and illegal pitch situations 

a. Mechanics -  Balk responsibilities(baseball) No Pitch(softball) 
b. Time Sequence batter /pitcher - taking sign/simulate (softball) 

11. Coverage on force plays and secondary throws - illegal slides 
12. Non-Verbal signals 

a. Outs 
b. Standard rotation (plate umpire rotates to third base with R1 only or R1 and R3 and R1 advances 

to third) 
c. Infield Fly 
d. Base umpire going out on trouble ball 
e. Appeal 
f. Time Play 
g. Plate umpire coverage of third base on fly ball, tag up with runners on first and second 
h. Strike Three, pitch in the dirt 
i. Partner has information on a play to share-protocol for play review request by coach 
j. Eye Contact 



13. Handling Confrontations - Listen for a question - Don’t debate.  Provide brief explanation/answer.  Discuss 
usage of verbal warnings, written warnings, restrictions, ejections. 

14. Handling charged conferences 
15. Handling dugouts 
16. Bench jockeying 

a. Celebrations - players leaving dugout during live and dead-ball situations 
b. Location of players and coaches 
c. Arguing balls and strikes  

17. Substitutions 
a. Courtesy Runner 
b. DH (Baseball) 
c. DP/Flex(softball) 

18. Pre-Game Home Plate Meeting 
a. Plate Umpire facing the field with rear to backstop, Base Umpire facing the backstop standing near 

the front edge of home plate 
b. Plate Umpire conducts the meeting 
c. Perform Introductions 
d. Collect and approve line-ups/assure coaches confirm final line-ups 
e. Confirm with both head coaches that their teams are legally and properly equipped 

i. Ask them to double check jewelry 
f. Ground Rules 

i. Allow home coach to deliver ground rules/clarify if necessary 
g. Where should we stand for anthem? 

i. Have a plan 
ii. This can vary but just behind the point of the plate is a good location 
iii. Remove hat 

h. Hustle to positions 
i. Know speed up rules/Run rules 

19. Other - Baseball 
a. Runner at third, tag up on a foul fly ball down right field line - U1 Can assist PU on tag up at third 
b. Feint to third throw to first 
c. Pitcher going to mouth on the mound, on the pitcher’s plate 
d. Unusual ground rules 

20. Other - Softball 
a. First throw coverage to first with runner on second and a potential throwback to third 
b. Rundown coverage 
c. Interference/Obstruction coverage and base awards 
d. Help calls on pick-off a first with U1 in C slot 
e. Runners leaving early - Mechanic/No Pitch 
f. Pitching change - U1 step to infield to monitor warm-up pitches 

21. Get together on unusual situations-Get plays right! 
22. Enjoy your crew, the teams and the game!  Have fun!  Smile! 

 


